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In this paper, we present a description of Haldane’s Luttinger liquid which parallels Laughlin’s
theory of the Fractional Quantum Hall (FQH) incompressible fluid, both exhibiting similar ground
states as well as fractional excitations. These two non-Fermi liquids are instances of a generic
structure for low-dimensional quantum liquids which we propose to dub Jastrow-Luttinger Fractional
Liquids. An important feature of such liquids is the complete fractionalization of the parent particle.
In particular, in both one and two dimensions spin-charge separation can be achieved and is indeed
suggested to occur for unpolarized quantum Hall systems both at the edge and in the bulk.
The goal of this paper is to present strong arguments
supporting the existence of a generic theoretical structure
for a class of low dimensional condensed matter systems,
which we propose to dub Jastrow-Luttinger fractional liq-
uids. Among these systems we find two prominent non-
Fermi liquids namely the Luttinger liquid (LL) which de-
scribes a one dimensional metal [1], and in two dimen-
sions the incompressible fluid of the Fractional Quantum
Hall Effect (FQHE) [2]. The fact that these two quan-
tum liquids are related is well known: indeed edge ex-
citations of a quantum Hall sample are believed to be
described by a chiral Luttinger liquid [3], a variant of the
usual Luttinger liquid. Yet, it will perhaps come as a sur-
prise to learn that the connection between the two fluids
is more fundamental. Indeed the wavefunctions of both
the ground state and excitations of the gaussian boson
hamiltonian describing the LL are the precise 1D analogs
of the variational states considered in the FQHE: the
ground state is a Jastrow-Laughlin (JL) wavefunction,
charged excitations have the functional form of Laugh-
lin’s quasiparticles, while neutral excitations are density
fluctuations in complete analogy to the single-mode ap-
proximation (SMA) approach to the FQHE [4,5]. Our
claim is consistent with the result obtained by Fradkin
et al [6] who used a general field theoretical formalism
to show that the square modulus of the Thirring model
ground state functional has the Jastrow-Laughlin form.
We will actually see that the full wavefunctions of both
the ground state and its excitations can be derived in a
very elementary manner.
We use the term ”fractional” to describe Jastrow-
Luttinger liquids because they exhibit a fractionalization
of the basic constituent particles: the quantum numbers
of these particles (electrons, bosons or spins) have com-
pletely vanished from the spectrum of elementary exci-
tations [7]. This is first evidenced at the level of charged
excitations which no longer carry a unit charge with re-
spect to the ground state (e.g. the fractional charges
of the FQHE, the spinon of the 1D Heisenberg model).
Furthermore when we add internal quantum numbers to
the U(1) charge, the hamiltonian and neutral excitations
show a separation into independent collective modes each
separately carrying part of the quantum numbers of the
basic particle; this separation for the hamiltonian car-
ries over to the ground state and charged excitations
wavefunctions, and to all quantum averages: they can
be factorized into dynamically independent parts. We
usually have independent charge and spin modes -that
is spin-charge separation as in the LL- if some simple
symmetry requirement (derived below) is obeyed; if the
condition is not fulfilled, spin-charge separation is not
realized but a more general quantum numbers separation
still exists. An instance will be given with the one di-
mensional Hubbard model in a magnetic field. After
a discussion of the 1D case with the LL, we will turn
to the 2D case. We will show that spin-charge sep-
aration may occur in quantum Hall samples whenever
a spin unpolarized ground state is achieved, for states
describable by a Halperin wavefunction (a multicompo-
nent generalization of the usual Laughlin state [8]): this
is experimentally relevant to fillings such as ν = 8/5.
We will also define the idea of pseudo-confinement which
is required for a correct understanding of fractionaliza-
tion. After a discussion of edge states in the FQHE
whose microscopic relation to Laughlin’s bulk theory we
try to clarify, we briefly discuss issues in quantum mag-
netism such as the spin liquid, arguing for its existence.
Heisenberg Model.
Our initial clue came from the observation that both the
one dimensional Heisenberg chain and the XY model -
which are Luttinger Liquids - have ground states (ap-
proximate in the first case) with the Jastrow-Laughlin
(JL) form: ψλ({r1,..,rN}) =
∏
i<j | zij |λ ,where the {ri}
are the positions of N down spins (in the hard-core bo-
son representation) on a chain of length L = 2N with
periodic boundary conditions, and zi = e
i2πri/L (λ = 1
for the XY model, while λ = 2 for the Heisenberg chain).
The approximate ground state for the Heisenberg chain
yields a very good variational energy [9] and its correla-
1
tors have the correct large distance properties: it is actu-
ally the exact ground state of a 1/r2 exchange spin model,
the Haldane-Shastry chain which belongs to the univer-
sality class of the Heisenberg model [10]. The Calogero-
Sutherland model [11], a 1/r2 interaction model related
to the Haldane-Shastry chain was shown through finite-
size scaling methods combined to conformal theory to be
a Luttinger liquid [12]: again its exact ground state has
the Jastrow-Laughlin form. These remarks led us to in-
vestigate whether Jastrow-Laughlin wavefunctions might
be suitable variational states for arbitrary Luttinger liq-
uids. We tested this idea on the anisotropic Heisenberg
chain:
Hxxz(∆) = J
∑
i
1
2
(S+i S
−
i+1 + S
−
i S
+
i+1) + ∆ S
z
i S
z
i+1
= J
∑
i
−1
2
(b+i bi+1 + bi b
+
i+1) + ∆ ni ni+1 (1)
where in the second line we use a hard-core boson repre-
sentation for S = 1/2 spins [13]. (A rotation around the
z axis has also been performed for spins on odd sites.)
J is the exchange integral and the anisotropy ∆ is cho-
sen to vary in the range [−1; 1] where the above model is
known to be a LL [14]. We then consider :
ψλ({r1,..,rN}) =
∏
i<j
| zij |λ (2)
and find indeed that Ψλ yields excellent variational ener-
gies per site correct to the third decimal place when com-
pared to the exact ground state energies obtained from
the Bethe ansatz solution. It is known that the Luttinger
liquid parameter K which controls the anomalous expo-
nents is given for a given anisotropy ∆ by ∆ = − cos( π2K )
[14]. We find that the best values of λ for a given ∆ sat-
isfy λ = 1/K. This is expected since a 1D plasma anal-
ogy similar to the one introduced in [2] gives that the
transverse spin-spin correlator for Ψλ decays as 1/r
λ/2
at large distance while the LL theory predicts an expo-
nent 1/2K [15]. (In one dimension the fictitious plasma
is the well-known Dyson gas of random matrices [16].)
Ground state and neutral excitations of the LL.
The previous result suggests that all Luttinger liquids
might indeed be liable to a variational Jastrow-Laughlin
description, which leads us to address the question of the
precise relation beween such a variational approach and
the LL formalism. In other words we would like to com-
pare our Jastrow wavefunction with the ground state of
the boson LL hamiltonian. The task is easy; the gaussian
boson hamiltonian is just a sum of harmonic oscillators
so that the determination of the ground state and of its
excitations is trivial:
HB =
u
2
∫ L
0
dx K−1(∇Φ)2 +K(∇Θ)2 (3)
where Θ and Π = ∇Φ are canonical conjugate boson
fields; u and K are parameters giving respectively the
velocity of the harmonic wave and controlling anomalous
exponents. We recall that the LL hypothesis states that
in one dimension any gapless hamiltonian H (for bosons,
as well as for fermions and spins) will admit an effective
low-energy description in terms of the gaussian hamilto-
nian HB for a suitable choice of the parameters u and
K (these can be determined by finite-size scaling meth-
ods or by comparison to exact solutions whenever avail-
able). The mapping is completed through the relations
j = 1√
π
∇Θ and δρ = 1√
π
∇Φ where j and δρ are respec-
tively the particle current and a density fluctuation about
a mean value ρ0, plus the definition of the particle cre-
ation operators: Ψ+B = ρ
1/2 exp(i
√
piΘ) for bosons, and
Ψ+ = Ψ+B (exp(ikF r + i
√
piΦ) + exp(−ikF r − i
√
piΦ))
for fermions. The Fourier-transform of HB is:
HB =
u
2
∑
q 6=0
K−1ΠqΠ−q +Kq2ΘqΘ−q
+
piu
2L
(
Q̂2
K
+KĴ2
)
(4)
where q is quantized as qn = 2pin/L, Q̂ = N̂ − N0
counts particles from N0 the ground state particle num-
ber and Ĵ =
∫
j is a particle current. The ground
state wavefunction of an harmonic oscillator is a gaus-
sian and is obtained for N = N0 and J = 0: Ψ0 =
exp(− 12K
∑
n6=0
1
|qn|ΠnΠ−n); returning to the original
variables through Πq =
√
pi/Lρq =
√
pi/L
∑
i exp(iqri) ,
we easily find that Ψ0 is nothing but a Jastrow-Laughlin
wavefunction!
ψ0({r1,..,rN0}) =
∏
i<j
| zij |1/K (5)
This is the correct form if we consider bosons; for
fermions, we note that the fermion creation opera-
tor is deduced from that of the boson by a Jordan-
Wigner phase factor multiplication which ensures anti-
symmetrization (see Appendix); this means that reduc-
ing H to HB for fermions is achieved by first making a
singular gauge transformation which converts the parti-
cle statistics to a bosonic one. In the end, this transfor-
mation must be undone and we obtain ψF0 ({r1,..,rN}) =∏
i<j (zij) | zij |1/K−1 exp ikF
∑
ri + c.c.. This deriva-
tion of the ground state follows exactly the same lines
as that for the bosonic Landau-Ginzburg theory for the
FQHE [17]. Neutral excitations above the ground state
(for which Q = 0 and J = 0) are Hermitte polynomials:
∣∣nq1 , nq2 , ..., nqp〉 = p∏
s=1
Hnqs
(∑
i
z
nqs
i /
√
LK |qs|
)
|Ψ0〉
(6)
2
As usual for a harmonic oscillator they are obtained
from ladder operators which are here: aq =
Πq√
2K|q| −
i
√
K|q|
2 Θq. For instance, Ψnq ∝ ρqΨ0. We note that this
is just the excitation predicted by single-mode approxi-
mation (SMA) theories, which were first considered by
Feynman in the context of superfluid 4He [18]. These
excitations are the collective modes of the LL.
In this part we have derived the wavefunctions of the
LL boson hamiltonian for the ground state and its neutral
excitations, which we have found to be isomorphic to
those considered for the FQHE. We will now show that
this parallel holds also for charged excitations.
Charged excitations in the LL.
The LL does not support only density wave excitations
: it is well known indeed from Bethe Ansatz that there
are spinons in the 1D Heisenberg model (spin 1/2 excita-
tions), and additionally holons in the Hubbard model.
The form of the LL ground state invites us to write
down the following variational quasihole wavefunctions,
in complete analogy with the FQHE:
Ψz0(xi) =
N∏
i=1
(zi − z0)
∏
i<j
| zij |1/K (7)
As in two dimensions, from the plasma analogy we can
show that Ψz0 carries a charge K:
|Ψz0 |2 = exp1/K
∫ ∫
dydy′ [ρ(y) +Kδ(x− y)]
ln
∣∣∣sin pi
L
(y − y′)
∣∣∣ [ρ(y′) +Kδ(x− y′)] (8)
For K = 1/2 (relevant to the Heisenberg model), that
object has exactly the spin expected for the spinon. We
will now show that this guess is actually the correct an-
swer: a LL with parameter K has excitations carrying
charges which are integer multiples of K.
Excitations can be classified according to the zero
modes Q̂ and Ĵ defined in eq.(4) which define (topologi-
cal) charge sectors {Q, J}: in each of these sectors states
are obtained from a lowest energy state by repeated ap-
plication of the ladder operators a+q which do not change
the particle numbers. The identification of charged exci-
tations (for which N 6= N0 and J 6= 0) is a standard op-
eration in conformal field theory (CFT), where they are
obtained from so called primary operators which gener-
ate the lowest energy eigenstates in a given charge sector.
For the gaussian theory, (a c = 1 CFT), they are well
known to be vertex operators [19,20]:
Vα,β(x) =: exp i
(√
piβΦ(x) +
√
piαΘ(x)
)
: (9)
(:: denotes normal ordering) which obey the commutation
relations
[
Q̂, Vα,β
]
= αVα,β and
[
Ĵ , Vα,β
]
= βVα,β . We
interpret these excitations as longitudinal fluctuations of
the superfluid phase Θ and the exp(iΦ) term as describ-
ing vortices. J = β and Q = α are therefore topologically
quantized and are respectively the vortex circulation and
the number of quasiparticles. They are integers which
we note now as J = n and Q = m. Note that in a dual
language which exchanges vortex and particle variables,
quasiparticle excitations become (dual) vortices and the
quantization of Q is simply the quantization of the cir-
culation for the dual vortex.
In each topological sector the charged excitation with
lowest energy is Vm,n(z = 0) with energy piu(Q
2/K +
KJ2)/2L. For other values of the parameter z, Vm,n de-
scribes a coherent state living in the same charge sector.
As is often pointed out to demonstrate the non-Fermi liq-
uid nature of the LL, the electronic Green functions (i.e.
for the Vm,n’s which in the non-interacting problem rep-
resent Q = m (bare) particles carrying a current J = n)
do not develop quasiparticle poles: it is believed that
only neutral excitations are fundamental due to a decay
of (bare) electrons. The fate of the electron is more subtle
however.
The physical meaning of such operators is re-
vealed when we go to first quantization. Let us
consider for instance V1,0; using the identity (for
a review of the bosonization technique, see [21]):
Θ(x) =
∑
q θqe
iqx/
√
L =
∑
q sgn(q)φqe
iqx/
√
L =
−i/pi ∫ L
0
dy ln
∣∣sin πL(x− y)∣∣∇Φ(y) we see that in first
quantization:
V1,0 = exp
∫ L
0
ln
∣∣∣sin pi
L
(x− y)
∣∣∣ ρ(y) = N0∏
i=1
|zi − z| (10)
Similarly, V0,1 =
∏N0
i=1 (zi − z) / |zi − z|
and V1,1(x)Ψ0(xi) =
∏N
i=1(zi − z)
∏
i<j | zij |1/K . There-
fore V1,1Ψ0 is precisely the quasihole wavefunction Ψz0
introduced above! This again is completely analogous
to the FQHE. We remark that V0,1 precisely describes
a phase singularity which justifies its identification as a
vortex. The elementary charge quantum was determined
in eq.(8) through plasma analogy and charges are there-
fore integer multiples of K: Qc = Q Ke where Q = m is
an integer (this is the number of quasiparticles).
Quasi-electrons then are described by vertex operators
with negative m: an example is V−1,−1, the effect of
which amounts to dividing by a factor
∏N
i=1(zi − z); we
note that the description of anti-vortices in the LL theory
is restricted to a region excluding the core due to a diver-
gence when a particle comes close to z. This is a difficulty
shared by the effective gaussian Chern-Simons Landau-
Ginzburg theory in 2D [17] which does not affect however
the correctness of the description at long-distance.
The LL has a chiral symmetry. This has the additional
consequence that the hamiltonian can be separated into
chiral components HB = H+ +H−:
3
Hǫ =
u
2
∑
εq>0
K−1ΠqΠ−q +Kq2ΘqΘ−q +
piu
LK
Q̂2ε (11)
where Q̂ε =
(
Q̂+ εKĴ
)
/2 are chiral charges which
count the number of particles within each chiral sec-
tor: Q̂ = Q̂+ + Q̂−; eigenvalues have the form: Qε =
(m+ εKn)/2 where n and m are arbitrary integers. Al-
though there is a chiral separation of the hamiltonian, it
must be noted that the chiral charges of the allowed exci-
tations can not vary independently: they are constrained
by the relation Qε = (m+εKn)/2. Since charged excita-
tions mix chiralities, one might be tempted to infer that
chiral excitations are confined (not separated): yet this
is not correct. Rather one has a pseudo-confinement:
although the true charged elementary excitations (the
Vm,n) do appear as chiral composites, their chiral com-
ponents are still free, dynamically independent. The con-
straint Qε = (m+εKn)/2 acts like a selection rule which
has no bearing on the chiral separation. We want to
stress this point which will come out again in the dis-
cussion of spin-charge separation. In the context of spin-
charge separation, that pseudo-confinement will appear
with charged excitations carrying both charge and spin
although spin-charge separation is indeed realized. The
origin of these selection rules is the topological quantiza-
tion of Q and J the number of quasiparticles and their
vorticity.
The fact that excitations come with both chiralities
according to the above constraint is very similar to the
familiar topological constraint on spinons in the Heisen-
berg chain which must come in pairs since they have a
spin 1/2 [23]; they nevertheless are free particles. Since
physical probes can only involve integer numbers of parti-
cles, the only observable variations of the spin and of the
number of particles ∆Sz and ∆N must be integer-valued.
This means that in a LL only charged excitations carry-
ing rational charges can be observed. Irrational charges
K are allowed only as parts of globally neutral complexes.
It is often stated that for K < 1 (resp.> 1), the LL
describes repulsive (resp.attractive) interactions. A sim-
ple examination of (5) allows a simple derivation of that
result: when interactions are repulsive, the ground state
will develop higher-order zeros to keep particles further
apart. Now note that in the repulsive case the charge of
the quasiparticle will indeed be a fraction of the electron’s
unit charge; but in the attractive case, our quasiparticle
has a charge larger than that of the electron: this reflects
the attractive nature of the interactions though the result
is probably surprising.
We make additional remarks: (i) The boson hamilto-
nian displays a superfluid rigidity for hard-core bosons.
There is indeed a very striking parallel with theories of
4He: we have a Jastrow ground state, vortex excita-
tions (the quasiparticles) and phonons (the neutral col-
lective modes) [18]. These hard-core bosons are obtained
after a singular gauge transformation on fermions: we
may as in the FQHE understand the superfluidity as a
hidden off-diagonal long-range order [28]. (ii) The frac-
tional excitations Vm,nobey conventional exchange statis-
tics which can be shown to be: pinm [22], but anyons
may however appear if we consider generalizations of the
LL to fields with conformal spin S = (2n + 1)/2;(this
will be discussed when we consider edge states). (iii)
Still, quasiparticles obey fractional exclusion statistics
[24] with statistics parameter K; exclusion statistics is
characterized by the fact that one state can be occupied
by at most one fermion or by any number of bosons,
but by 1/g particles obeying exclusion statistics with
statistics g. For instance, for V1,1 quasiparticles with
charge K = 1/q, statistics is 1/q since Ψ0(x1..xN+1) =
[V1,1(xN+1)]
qΨ0(x1..xN ). (iv) A difficult problem in LL is
the determination of the parameters (u,K); their numeri-
cal evaluation through the variational principle makes it a
simple matter: integrals with Jastrow-Laughlin functions
can be done straightforwardly with simple Metropolis al-
gorithms. (v) Neutral collective excitations which are
bare particle-hole pairs may also be viewed as Laughlin
quasiparticle-quasihole pairs.
The structure of the excitation spectrum is summa-
rized as follows: it is given by the set of integers
{N0, Q, J} where for a given number of particles N0 we
classify excitations in topological sectors {Q, J}. In each
sector there are topologically neutral excitations which
are density modulations. States in the sector {N0, Q, J}
carry a charge N = N0 + KQ; however Q 6= 0 is
not allowed if K is irrational since in the Fock space
F = H(N = 0) ⊕ H(N = 1) ⊕ ... only states with
a global integer charge exist. Transitions to the sector
{N0 + n,Q, J} cannot therefore be understood in terms
of quasiparticle excitations from the sector {N0, Q, J}
unless the integer n is a multiple of K.
In summary we have shown in this part the novel re-
sult that Luttinger liquids -among which we find impor-
tant models such as the Heisenberg chain or the Hubbard
model- sustain very peculiar charged excitations which
carry indeed anomalous charges (i.e. non-integer in gen-
eral), obey exclusion statistics and which are just the 1D
counterparts of the well-known Laughlin quasiparticles.
(A difference however is that charges in the FQHE are
rational numbers.) For instance the anisotropic Heisen-
berg model -eq.(1)- has spin excitations carrying a spin
K = π2 / arccos(−∆). As we vary the anisotropy ∆ from
1 to 0, we observe that the anomalous spin will vary from
1/2 (the isotropic chain) to 1 (XY model) in a continuous
manner. For ferromagnetic anisotropies (∆ < 0) the spin
is larger than one (the interaction is indeed attractive).
We conclude this part by a theorem: ”the wavefunc-
tions of the exact eigenstates of the LL boson hamilto-
nian are a Jastrow-Laughlin wavefunction for the ground
state, Laughlin quasiparticles for the charged excitations
and Bijl-Feynman phonons for the neutral excitations.”
Quantum numbers separation.
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We now add internal quantum numbers to the LL, and
for definiteness focus on usual spins, considering the fol-
lowing two-component wavefunctions:
ψ0({ri, σi}) =
∏
i<j
| zij |gσi,σj (12)
where ĝ the charge matrix is a 2 × 2 symmet-
ric matrix (ĝ describes the charges of the classical
plasma associated with Ψ0). For fermions we anti-
symmetrize the wavefunction as follows: ψF ({ri, σi}) =∏
i<j | zij |gσi,σj−δσi,σj (zij)δσi,σj ei
pi
2
sgn(σi−σj ) (the expo-
nential which ensures antisymmetrization between dif-
ferent species is known as a Klein factor). We want
to recover spin-charge separation which is believed to
be a characteristic of the (”spinful”) LL. Quite often a
problem difficult to handle in terms of certain variables
may become simple if one changes to dual variables: the
highly collective nature of the LL (anomalous charges
can only exist on that account) suggests to switch from
individual particle coordinates to collective ones -namely
densities. Spin-charge separation is then indeed readily
apparent. We state that ψ0 is the exact ground state of
the following hamiltonian for arbitrary velocities ui:
H(ĝ) =
2∑
i=1
ui
2
∫ L
0
dx K−1i (∇Φi)2 +Ki(∇Θi)2 (13)
where the fields Φi are related to the densities ρ↑ and ρ↓
by ρi = ∇Φi/
√
pi and ρσ = Pσiρi where P is the unitary
matrix which puts ĝ to diagonal form with eigenvalues
K−11 and K
−1
2 , i.e. P
−1ĝP = diag(1/K1, 1/K2). We
rewrite ψ0 as:
exp 1/2
∫
dydy′ρσ(y)gστ ln
∣∣∣sin pi
L
(y − y′)
∣∣∣ ρτ (y′)
= exp
∑
i
1/2Ki
∫
dydy′ρi(y) ln
∣∣∣sin pi
L
(y − y′)
∣∣∣ ρi(y′) (14)
which proves the above statement and makes a separation
into normal modes ρ1 and ρ2 manifest. We now see that
spin-charge separation can only occur if there is a Z2 sym-
metry between up and down spins for ĝ, i.e. if ĝ has the
form
(
λ µ
µ λ
)
. Then H(ĝ) is the usual spin-charge sepa-
rated boson hamiltonian with LL parameters Kρ =
1
λ+µ
and Kσ =
1
λ−µ . Quite generally, if the gaussian hamilto-
nian breaks this invariance, so will the ground state since
it is built from the normal modes of the hamiltonian; in
that case, instead of getting spin-charge separation one
has a more general ”quantum numbers separation”; nor-
mal modes will each carry parts of the quantum numbers
of the electron in a proportion fixed in time, and will fac-
torize into dynamically independent parts for all observ-
ables, which is a consequence of the separability of the
hamiltonian (at T = 0 this can be seen equivalently as
separability of the ground state). That separation which
is highly non-trivial in terms of particles stems therefore
from the rather trivial statement that with N internal
degrees of freedom, there will be N normal modes. (Sep-
aration into chiral components -see (11)- is exactly simi-
lar.)
As an illustration of quantum numbers separation, we
discuss the Hubbard model in one dimension. For strong
repulsion U , the Bethe Ansatz ground state is known to
factorize in spin and charge parts [25]: Ψ ∝∏i<j(zij)ΨH
where ΨH the spin part is related to the Heisenberg chain
Bethe Ansatz wavefunction, and the first part (the charge
part) is just a Slater determinant. Are we able to ex-
tract the LL parameter Kρ? Relating this form to the
Jastrow-Laughlin one, we can indeed read off Kρ = 1/2!
In a magnetic field, from the exact solution, it was ar-
gued [26] that spin-charge separation is not realized, and
that the Hubbard model is a semi-direct product of two
c = 1 CFT’s. A dressed charge matrix Z describing
renormalized charges of excitations was introduced. That
formalism can be related to the LL: it can be shown
that with the choice ĝ = MTM where M is related
to Z through M =
(
zcc − zsc zsc
zcs − zss zss
)
where the zij are
Z matrix elements, the anomalous exponents predicted
by Bethe Ansatz (plus CFT) are completely reproduced
by the two-component LL corresponding to ĝ [27].This
analysis yields a ĝ matrix which breaks the Z2 symme-
try between up and down spins, confirming the fact that
spin-charge separation no longer occurs when a magneti-
zation sets in: but the model still maps onto a LL, i.e. to
H(ĝ = MTM) which is the direct product of two c = 1
CFT. We conclude that in a magnetic field the one di-
mensional Hubbard model exhibits a quantum number
separation (though no longer spin-charge separation).
Charged excitations are again vertex operators:
Vm,n,m′,n′ =: e
i
√
π(nΦ↑+mΘ↑+n′Φ↓+m′Θ↓) : (15)
where Jσ = (n, n
′) and Qσ = (m,m′) are integer bare
charges. Their exchange statistics is pi(mn +m′n′) and
is therefore conventional. We rewrite eq.(12) as:
ψ0 =
∏
↑
| wij |λ
∏
↓
| yij |λ
′∏ | wi − yj |µ (16)
where {wi, yj} are the positions of spins up and down
respectively. (We have also set g↑↑ = λ, g↓↓ = λ′ and
g↑↓ = µ.) For example V1,1,0,0Ψ0 =
∏
i(wi − z0)Ψ0. We
can determine the charges e↑ and e↓ of the vertex opera-
tors by plasma analogy again: |VQσ ,JσΨ0|2 = e−U where:
U =
∫ ∫ [
ρσ(y) + g
−1
στ Qτδ(x0 − y)
]
gσσ′
ln
∣∣∣sin pi
L
(y − y′)
∣∣∣ [ρσ′(y′) + g−1σ′τQτδ(x0 − y′)] (17)
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The charges are therefore: eσ = g
−1
στ Qτ . For instance
for V1,1,0,0, Qσ = (1, 0) and the charges are: (e↑, e↓) =(
λ′
λλ′−µ2 ,
−µ
λλ′−µ2
)
. These charges can also be determined
algebraically from the zero modes of the normal densi-
ties ρi: in the normal basis, they are again ei = KiQi
(in the spinless case we identified the anomalous charge
as KQ); going back to the spin basis, eσ = PσiKiQi.
Since Qi = PτiQτ (because ρi = Pσiρσ), we obtain
again eσ = PσiKiPτiQτ = g
−1
στ Qτ . The vertex operators
VQσ ,Jσ therefore carry a charge q = e↑+e↓ =
∑
στ g
−1
στ Qτ
and a spin Sz =
1
2 (e↑ − e↓) =
∑
στ σg
−1
στ Qτ/2. As
discussed in the context of chiral separation, although
charged excitations carry both anomalous charges K1Q1
and K2Q2, there is still quantum numbers separation:
this again is not a true confinement, but rather a pseudo-
confinement.
We specialize the discussion to the case of spin-
charge separation: λ = λ′. We rewrite V1,1,0,0 =
exp
∫
ρ↑(x) ln(z − z0)dx as:
e
1
2
∫
ρc(x) ln(z−z0)dxe
1
2
∫
ρs(x) ln(z−z0)dx (18)
The two factors are dynamically independent due to spin-
charge separation of the hamiltonian and correspond re-
spectively to the holon and to the spinon. We can
also express the holon as h(z0) = V1/2,1/2,1/2,1/2 =∏
i(wi − z0)1/2
∏
i(yi − z0)1/2 and the spinon as s(z0) =
V1/2,1/2,−1/2,−1/2 =
∏
i(wi−z0)1/2/
∏
i(yi−z0)1/2. They
carry respectively charge and spin (q = Kρ, s = 0) and
(q = 0, s = Kσ/2). (In the SU(2) symmetric case,
Kσ = 1 and the spinon has spin 1/2 as expected.) More
generally Vm,n,m′,n′ carries charge q = (m +m
′)Kρ and
spin s = (m − m′)Kσ/2. Note that the holon and the
spinon are semions with statistics pi/2. Due to pseudo-
confinement however, the total number of holons and
spinons is always even (as can be inferred from the ex-
pression for the charge and the spin of Vm,n,m′,n′) and
therefore neither parity P nor time reversal T are ever
broken: we come to the surprising conclusion that we can
have P and T breaking excitations although a (global) P
and T breaking will never be observed. We stress that
these pairs of holons and/or spinons are not bound. Such
is not the case because they are dynamically indepen-
dent: they depend on charge and spin densities which
have independent dynamics due to the separation of the
hamiltonian. The excitations appear as composites only
because the total topological charges Q and J must be
integers. The wavefunctions of the allowed charged ex-
citations (and of the ground state) will factorize into in-
dependent charge and spin parts corresponding to the
holons and spinons.
In summary we have found that spin-charge separa-
tion is a very natural property of Jastrow-Laughlin wave-
functions; we have generalized the usual spin-charge sep-
aration to a ”quantum numbers separation” into inde-
pendent normal modes (which mix charge and spin in
a proportion fixed in time). As in the spinless case we
have argued again that there is a pseudo-confinement for
charged excitations.
Jastrow-Luttinger Fractional Liquids.
We now systematicaly compare the LL and the FQHE,
which leads us to formulate the concept of a Jastrow-
Luttinger fractional liquid. (i) First of all, the ground
states Ψ0 have the same functional form and describe
featureless liquids with a uniform density. (ii) Branches
of neutral collective excitations correspond to ρkΨ0 [4]:
they are density fluctuations above the liquid surface,
and can be viewed therefore as bare particle-hole pairs or
as anomalous charge quasiparticle-quasihole pairs. (iii)
Charged excitations are solitons corresponding to bumps
or holes at the surface of the liquid, i.e. Laughlin quasi-
particles. (iv) In both cases, gaussian effective Landau-
Ginzburg theories can be written: in the FQHE at fill-
ing ν = 1/(2n+ 1) starting from a microscopic hamilto-
nian, after a Chern-Simons transformation one can derive
an effective Landau-Ginzburg theory; after integration of
the Chern-Simons gauge field one obtains the following
hamiltonian [17]:
H =
ρ0
2m
∑
q
(
2pi
νq
)2
ΠqΠ−q + q2ΘqΘ−q (19)
where Πq ∝ δρq (the density fluctuations) is the canon-
ical conjugate of Θ,(compare with (3)) and whose ex-
act ground state is Laughlin wavefunction at filling ν =
1/(2n + 1). (v) For fermions, in both instances, re-
duction to the gaussian theory is done after a change
in statistics (CS transformation in 2D, Jordan-Wigner
transformation in one dimension): we then end up with
Landau-Ginzburg theories for hard-core bosons (the com-
posite bosons of the FQHE in two dimensions). (vi)
Both hamiltonians exhibit a superfluid rigidity , with
a quasi Off-Diagonal Long-Range Order (ODLRO) for
the Laughlin bosons (as stressed in two dimensions in
[28]): it is easily seen from the boson hamiltonians that〈
ΨB(0)Ψ
+
B(x)
〉 ∼ 1/|x|1/2K (with K replaced by ν in
2D). The LL is a critical theory with algebraic decay for
all order parameters. Note however that for attractive
interactions (K > 1) superfluidity of Laughlin bosons
is always the dominant order parameter, while for re-
pulsive interactions (K < 1), it is superfluidity for the
dual variable (vortices) which then has the slower decay
(
〈
ei
√
πφ(0)ei
√
πφ(x)
〉
∼ 1/|x|K/2). Therefore either one or
the other of these two superfluidities is always the dom-
inant order. (vii) Charged excitations obey fractional
exclusion statistics [24]. (viii) When we consider multi-
component systems, in both cases again, there will be a
quantum-numbers separation.
We then define Jastrow-Luttinger Fractional Liquids
to be superfluids with Jastrow-Laughlin ground states,
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Laughlin quasi-particles carrying anomalous charges,
Bijl-Feynman collective modes and displaying a quan-
tum number separation. A striking point when we con-
sider fermions is that the ODLRO characteristic of su-
perfluidity is hidden: it appears after a singular gauge
transformation converting the statistics of fermions into
a bosonic one (Chern-Simons or Jordan-Wigner transmu-
tation). This peculiar hidden order was first emphasized
by Girvin and MacDonald in [28] for the FQHE and ex-
plains the strong analogy with the physics of 4He (Jas-
trow ground states, vortices, phonons, rotons): as shown
above that property is very remarkably shared by the LL
which we re-interpret as a hard-core boson superfluid.
We now prove spin-charge separation for the FQHE;
as early as 1983, Halperin introduced the following two-
component wave functions [8]:
φm,m′,n =
∏
i<j
(zij)
gσi,σj
∏
i
exp−|zi|
2
4
(20)
with ĝ =
(
m n
n m′
)
in order to describe non-fully po-
larized states in the QHE at fillings ν = (m + m′ −
2n)/(mm′−n2). Such wavefunctions are Laughlin’s state
natural extensions to multicomponent systems and have
been widely used to describe spin effects and multilayer
systems. For m = m′ = n+1, we have singlet states [29].
As in the single component case these wavefunctions can
be derived microscopically from bosonic Chern-Simons
Landau-Ginzburg (CSLG) theories; for instance one may
check that , φB = |φm,m,n| is the exact ground state of:
H =
ρ0
2m
∑
q,σ
(
2pi
q
)2
(m+ n)2Πq,σΠ−q,σ
+4mnΠq,↑Π−q,↓ + q2Θq,σΘ−q,σ (21)
at filling ν = 2/(m+n) form 6= n [30]. (Following eq.(12)
a similar generalization to the case m 6= m′ can also be
written.) From the previous analogous discussion of the
LL, it should be clear hovewer that φm,m′,n and H for
m = m′ are both spin-charge separated! More generally,
again there will be a quantum numbers separation, with
a separation for the hamiltonian, the ground state and all
observables: the quantum numbers of the electron have
vanished from the excitation spectrum.
A possible worry in the FQHE is the requirement of
lowest Landau level projection: it is well known that
CSLG theories do not adequately describe the neutral
modes since they do not work with projected density op-
erators. Still, using a full first quantized approach to mul-
ticomponent FQHE systems removes the problem [31,29]:
the ground state is taken as φm,m′,n, charged excitations
are
∏
i(wi − z0)φm,m′,n or
∏
i(yi − z0)φm,m′,n (with no-
tations similar to the 1D case), and neutral excitations
are found which for m = m′ are precisely Pρcφm,m′,n
and Pρsφm,m′,n, i.e. charge and spin modes again (P
is the lowest Landau level projector). This shows that
lowest Landau level projection is immaterial to the issue
of spin-charge separation.
We note that Laughlin quasiparticles are the only topo-
logically allowed charged excitations: in analogy to the
LL we propose to define Q and J as the number of
quasiparticles and the circulation of a vortex (in units
of φ0); integer valuedness of these topological charges is
only realized for Laughlin quasiparticles. More precisely
we write Laughlin quasiparticles as 2D vertex operators:
V 2DQ,J (z0) =
∏
i [(zi − z0) / |zi − z0|]J |zi − z0|Q (a differ-
ence with the 1D case is that Q = J to implement an-
alyticity). Then all the considerations made above for
the charged excitations of a LL can be adapted to the
FQHE with the formal replacement: z = exp i 2πL x −→
z = x + iy. For instance (e↑, e↓) =
(
m′
mm′−n2 ,
−n
mm′−n2
)
for
∏
i(wi − z0)φm,m′,n which is associated with the 2D
vertex operator V 2D1100 =
∏
i(wi− z0); more generally, the
charges carried are recovered as eσ = g
−1
στ Qτ for V
2D
Qσ ,Jσ
.
Again it is clear that the quasiparticle wavefunctions can
be written as products of independent parts as in eq.(18)
(charge and spin parts if m = m′) and with a pseudo-
confinement. In other words, for m = m′ (but m 6= n
which is a special case due to spin degeneracy -see below)
we find that holon and spinon excitations exist although
the system is two dimensional; a difference with the LL
however is that both excitations are gapped. Explic-
itly, the holon and spinon wavefunctions are respectively:
h(z0)φm,m,n = exp
1
2
∫
ρc(x) ln(z − z0)dx φm,m,n and
s(z0)φm,m,n = exp
1
2
∫
ρs(x) ln(z − z0)dx φm,m,n (these
expressions show explicitly the independence of holons
and spinons if the system is indeed described by a boson
hamiltonian with a separation in charge and spin densi-
ties -as in (21)). The role of the LL parameterK is played
by the filling factor ν; for instance in the spin-charge sep-
arated case Kρ ⇐⇒ (ν↑+ ν↓)/2 and Kσ ⇐⇒ (ν↑− ν↓)/2.
Charge and spin of the holon and spinon are as in 1D
after such formal replacements in the previous formulas.
As in the 1D case holons and spinons are free although
they appear together in the Laughlin quasi-hole wave-
function
∏
i(wi − z0)φm,m,n = h(z0)s(z0)φm,m,n due to
the constraint on the total topological charges Qσ and
Jσ which must be integer valued.
We observe also that the charge and spin parts of the
wavefunctions of the ground state and of the charged
excitations (e.g. h(z0)) are not analytical functions, in
violation of lowest Landau level projection: this is no
cause for concern because of pseudo-confinement. In-
deed the only requirement is that the full wavefunction
be analytical; by virtue of pseudo-confinement the spin
and charge parts (spinons and holons) are never observed
separately although they are still independent because of
spin-charge separation. In short, the description of the
multicomponent FQHE -either in first quantization or in
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a CSLG approach- supports quantum numbers separa-
tion in 2D in full parallel to the LL.
We expect that analysis to break down if there is a
degeneracy of the ground state because of the possibility
of novel excitations (textures). And indeed for φm,m,m
(i.e. m = m′ = n) which describes a QH ferromagnet
[29] we obtain a singular (non invertible) ĝ matrix. But
the filling fractions νσ, the charges of the Laughlin quasi-
particles eσ and therefore their spin Sz are determined
by ĝ−1 and therefore are ill-defined: this just reflects the
spin degeneracy. That degeneracy means that the above
description for the excitations of the system is insufficient
since we can consider textures interpolating between two
ground states: this is precisely the skyrmion excitation
introduced for QH ferromagnets. Since this lies out of
the above theoretical framework there is no reason to
demand spin-charge separation.
Turning to experiments, we look for fillings suitable to
test quantum-numbers separation; it is known that for
many fillings the quantum Hall state is not fully polar-
ized [33]: this is explained by the small effective masses
and Zeeman couplings observed in real samples, which
can increase the ratio of the cyclotron to the Zeeman
gap up to a factor of 50 (as in GaAs). Most promis-
ing for the observation of spin-charge separation are fill-
ings such as ν = 8/5 or 2/3 for which experimental ev-
idence points to non-polarized ground states (although
they are not inconsistent with partially polarized ones)
as seen in tilted-field experiments [33] (where transitions
to polarized states are observed as the in-plane field in-
creases). Further support for a non-polarized ground
state at ν = 8/5 comes from numerical results at the
particle-hole conjugate filling ν = 2/5 (identical ground
states are expected after particle-hole conjugation): the
exact ground state was shown to be unpolarized for small
values of the Zeeman coupling g, while Halperin’s unpo-
larized φ3,3,2 was also shown to have a very good varia-
tional energy (better than the fully polarized hierarchical
state), although unfortunately its overlap with the true
ground state was not examined [32].
How could spin-charge separation be experimentally
tested? Given that separation in the bulk automatically
entails separation at the edges, experiments at the edge
would confirm quantum-numbers separation for edges
and provide strong support in favor of its existence in
two dimensions (reflecting our claim that ground state
wavefunctions have identical functional forms both at
the edges and in the bulk). Various tests were proposed
for the specific case of the LL: probing the spectral den-
sity which has a two-peak structure due to spin-charge
separation [36], spin injection which probes spin trans-
port [37]. In a different context, for ν = 2/3 hierar-
chical spin polarized edges, where some theories predict
a neutral collective mode besides a charged one, Kane
and Fisher suggested time domain experiments, in which
an electron is injected through a tunnel junction at the
edge of a FQHE disk [38]. This proposal evidently ap-
plies for the detection of charge and (real) spin modes
since the latter is neutral. Upon injection of the elec-
tron, the collective charge and spin modes are excited
but since they propagate at different speeds a detec-
tor (another tunnel junction) would see two pulses. If
we now replace the junction by a capacitor, one will
detect only the charge mode thereby proving the ex-
istence of a neutral mode and of spin-charge separa-
tion, which is relevant for such fillings as ν = 8/5.
Edge states in the FQHE.
We now turn to a discussion of edge states in the FQHE,
where the strong unity between the LL and the FQH
liquid as Jastrow-Luttinger Fractional liquids is further
evidenced. At the edge of QH samples, gapless states
must exist since the Fermi level crosses the confining po-
tential [34]. On general grounds (CS theories and hydro-
dynamical theories) Wen argued convincingly that these
edge states are described by a chiral LL [3]. The rela-
tion to Laughlin microscopic approach remained obscure
hovewer. Let us try to see how this may come about: we
will make use of two operations, one dimensional restric-
tion of the bulk wavefunction and analyticity for lowest
Landau level states. (The first operation can be given
a precise meaning as is well known under the namesake
of one dimensional reduction in the lowest Landau level,
or from a direct reduction of the microscopic hamilto-
nian. See [35] and references therein. For our purposes,
the following physical argument will be enough: since
bulk excitations lie above a gap, while edge states are
gapless, the latter decouple dynamically from the bulk
for sufficiently low-energy processes: bulk and edge can
be thought of as living in two decoupled Hilbert spaces,
which gives meaning to a restriction of bulk wavefunc-
tions to the edges.)
From the above discussion of the LL, the relation be-
tween Laughlin microscopic variational approach and the
edge theories should be intuitively clear: heuristically, in
the bulk we have a Laughlin wavefunction and there-
fore at the edge we also have a Jastrow-Laughlin wave-
function, which is precisely the variational wavefunction
associated with the LL; consequently we have a LL at
the edges, chirality stemming from the magnetic field.
However it must be noted that the bulk wavefunction
is analytic while the fermionic Luttinger wavefunction
we gave above was not. This is easily remedied by
generalizing our previous treatment of the LL as fol-
lows: an implicit assumption for the fermion fields Ψ =
exp(i
√
piΘ) (exp(ikF r + i
√
piΦ) + exp(−ikF r− i
√
piΦ))
was made, namely that they had conformal spin 1/2
(conformal spin for operators Vαβ is S = piαβ/2; af-
ter a Wick rotation, it describes the usual spin in Eu-
clidean space-time); we may consider however higher
spins such as S = (2n + 1)/2. This can be done by
”flux” attachment (iteration of Jordan-Wigner trans-
formations): Ψ′ = exp(i
√
pi2nΦ)Ψ, or by a modifica-
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tion of the relations beween particle currents and the
fields: δρ = ∇Φ/
√
pi(2n+ 1) and j = −∇Θ/
√
pi(2n+ 1)
(in technical CFT jargon, we have modified the U(1)
Kac-Moody relations which define the LL) with the
new definitions Ψ = exp(i
√
pi(2n+ 1)Θ) (exp(ikF r +
i
√
pi(2n+ 1)Φ) + h.c.). The first operation simply leads
to the following fermionic ground state: ψF0 ({r1,..,rN}) =∏
i<j(zij/|zij |)2n+1 | zij |1/K exp ikF
∑
ri + c.c. which
under a 2pi rotation of z coordinates yields indeed a
phase 4piS with S = (2n + 1)/2; we will follow the sec-
ond prescription which is relevant for edge states: by
retracing the steps taken to obtain equ.(6) the second
operation is easily shown to lead to ψF0 ({r1,..,rN}) =∏
i<j(zij/|zij |)2n+1 | zij |2n+1/K exp ikF
∑
ri + c.c.
If we restrict now the 2D ν = 1/(2n + 1) Laughlin
bulk ground state to 1D, this corresponds to the ground
state of a LL with modified Kac-Moody relations if we
choose K = 1 and if we drop the anti-analytical part
of the wavefunction, i.e. if the LL is chiral. Indeed
implementing the analyticity constraint on the excita-
tions of the full non-chiral LL means that we have to
restrict to q > 0 in (6) and to α = β for the Vα,β
vertex operators. This then means that these excita-
tions are chiral since q > 0 while α = β implies that
one of the chiral charges is always zero. We observe
therefore that lowest-Landau level analyticity require-
ment and one-dimensional reduction alone imposed on
wavefunctions allow one to recover a chiral LL. We also
note that the operator whose action is
∏
i(zi− z) is Vα,β
with α = β = 1/
√
(2n+ 1). It has therefore anyonic
statistics pi/(2n + 1) as expected (that operator is al-
lowed if we are on an annulus). (The operation of flux
attachment we first described above as an alternative to
modifying Kac-Moody relations can e shown to lead to
a gapless fractionally charged excitation, which is not
allowed for a single FQH edge on a disk geometry since
Laughlin quasiparticles are gapped excitations; this is the
reason why we have considered the second alternative.)
Spin liquids.
We now want to point out an interesting result for quan-
tum magnetism: if we compute the spin correlators for
Halperin’s φm+1,m+1,m which is a SU(2) spin singlet, we
find from the gaussian hamiltonian - eq.(21) - that the
longitudinal (and due to rotational invariance, transverse
as well) spin-spin correlators behave as
〈
SzqS
z
−q
〉 ∼ q2
showing that spin-spin correlations are suppressed. We
have a local singlet state for which spins are completely
screened (this can be seen by exploiting spin-charge sep-
aration: the spin part was studied in [39] and repre-
sents in the plasma analogy a two component neutral
Coulomb gas in the disordered phase of the Kosterlitz-
Thouless transition). We have therefore a (spin-charge
separated) spin liquid! This supports Kalmeyer-Laughlin
proposal of using Laughlin-like wavefunctions to describe
spin-liquids [40]. We note that we have thus two classes of
spin liquids since in one dimension gapless spin liquids are
also described by Jastrow-Laughlin wavefunctions. We
stress the non-triviality of these statements: apart from
exact Bethe Ansatz states, very few fundamental mag-
netic states are known for quantum antiferromagnetism.
Indeed the Ne´el state (and its Ising variant) stand out
almost alone. We now have in low dimensions to add
to that list the Laughlin state. We note also that these
spin-liquids are Mott-Hubbard insulators: in the bulk,
the φm+1,m+1,m which is a state induced by the repul-
sive Coulomb interactions is clearly insulating (there is
a gap to charged excitations and a zero conductivity),
with the additional peculiarity that it is a spin charge
separated Mott-Hubbard insulator.
We summarize the novel results obtained in this pa-
per: we have shown that the Luttinger liquid can be
understood in terms of Jastrow-Laughlin states, Laugh-
lin quasiparticles, and Bijl-Feynman phonons. As in the
FQHE anomalous charges are sustained by the LL. We
have introduced the concept of pseudo-confinement for
condensed-matter systems and generalized spin-charge
separation to two dimensions for the FQHE (for situa-
tions without spin-degeneracy). We have characterized
the LL and the FQH fluid as Jastrow-Luttinger Frac-
tional Liquids, i.e. superfluids with a hidden off-diagonal-
long-range-order for Laughlin bosons.
In low dimensions interactions and quantum fluctu-
ations conspire to stabilize novel quantum liquids : in
that respect Jastrow-Luttinger liquids which comprise
the Luttinger liquid and the FQH fluid are paradigmatic
of strongly correlated systems. Such systems describe
liquids which develop Jastrow-Laughlin correlations to
minimize interactions leading to a novel kind of quantum
coherence precisely described in a mean-field like man-
ner by Jastrow-Luttinger states. This special coherence
means that the spectrum of excitations is entirely collec-
tive: usual quasiparticles have vanished (orthogonality
catastrophe) through a quantum numbers separation and
through fractional charged excitations describing density
bumps and holes above the ground state sea. Fraction-
alization is complete. Such liquids are astonishingly di-
verse: there are strange non-Fermi liquids metals yet with
a Fermi surface, Mott-Hubbard insulators or spin liquids.
We end up with a remark on high-temperature supercon-
ductivity: while the ideas of a spin-liquid and of spin-
charge separation proposed by Anderson [41] are quite
controversial issues, we believe that this work contributes
to validate these concepts theoretically (and in the near
future hopefully experimentally) in two dimensions, al-
beit in the different context of Jastrow-Luttinger Frac-
tional Liquids. Whether the paradigm set by Jastrow-
Luttinger fractional liquids will eventually prove useful
for the understanding of high-temperature superconduc-
tivity remains an open question. The authors thank
B.Jancovici, D.Bazzali for interesting discussions, as well
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as the Orsay theory group for stimulating interactions.
Appendix: statistical transmutations.
We show that the Jordan-Wigner transformation is
just the 1D restriction of the 2D Chern-Simons trans-
formation. The CS operator reads:
U(z) = exp i
∫
dz′ρ̂(z′) arg(z − z′)
where arg(z) is the argument of the complex variable
z. Applied on a fermionic operator, it transforms it into
a hard-core boson. If z and z′ are constrained to lie on
the real line, then arg(z− z′) = piθ(x−x′) where θ is the
step function. U(z) becomes:
U(x) = exp i
∫
dx′ρ̂(x′)piθ(x − x′)
= exp ipi
∫ x
dx′ρ̂(x′)
which is just the continuum version of the usual
Jordan-Wigner transformation:
Un = exp ipi
∑
j<n
c+j cj
In the bosonization formalism, U(x) = exp i(kFx +√
piφ(x)) since ρ̂(x) = kF /pi+∇φ/
√
pi. In first quantiza-
tion the action of both U(z) and its 1D restriction U(x)
are simply to multiply the wavefunction by the phase
factor Πi(zi − z)/|zi − z|. We note also that spins 1/2
are hard-core bosons; therefore they can be fermionized
in 1D and 2D by using Jordan-Wigner or Chern-Simons
transformations.
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